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An idealized model for ion transport across an oscillating plasma sheath is analyzed to obtain insight
into qualitative features of the ion energy distributions observed in low-pressure rf discharges. The
sheath is characterized by a constant electric field over an extent that varies sinusoidally with time, and
ions incident on it correspond to a monoenergetic flux independent of phase P in the rf cycle. The di-
mensionless parameters a=q V, /mdiv'd' and P= vo/rod (where d and V, are the mean sheath thickness
and potential drop, co is the excitation frequency, and vo and q/m are the incoming ion speed and
charge-to-mass ratio) govern the ion trajectories, which are found to divide into groups, delimited by two
"critical" values of P, that undergo N and N+1 encounters with the field. The first critical phase de-
pends only weakly on P, whereas the second is sensitive to both a and P and cycles continuously as these
parameters diminish. Correspondingly, within the "transition regime" where a and P are neither very
small nor greater than (or comparable to) unity, the precise form of the incident-ion energy spectrum ex-
hibits rapid variations, superposed on a systematic narrowing, as the frequency co is increased.
PACS number(s): 52.25.Fi, 52.65.+z, 52.80.Pi
I. INTRODUCTION
A striking feature of the incident-ion energy distribu-
tions measured at the electrodes of low-pressure radio-
frequency (rf) discharges is the "saddle" or "double-
peak" configuration, observed within a range of the exci-
tation frequency that depends on the molecular weight of
the ions [1—3]. Typically, the energies of ions of a given
species exhibit a rather broad distribution at low frequen-
cies and are concentrated within a narrow "spike" cen-
tered on the dc bias at high frequencies; the double-peak
structure is characteristic of the transition between these
limiting regimes. An understanding of and control over
the precise form of the ion energy distributions is of prac-
tical interest in the plasma processing of semiconductor
materials [4].
The measured energies of the ions reAect their ac-
celeration by the strong electric field of the oscillating
plasma sheath. The problem of obtaining a quantitative
description of the incident-ion energy distribution is inti-
rnately coupled to that of understanding the tirne-
dependent sheath structure, and is especially difficult to
treat in a self-consistent manner (even in the collisionless
case) at frequencies within the transition regime. Never-
theless, a number of theoretical studies based on the nu-
merical integration of ion trajectories across sheaths with
an assumed more-or-less "realistic" functional form for
the time-dependent electric field have succeeded in repro-
ducing the salient features of observed ion energy distri-
butions.
Such studies include analysis of (numerically deter-
mined) relationships between the final energies of ions
and the "phase" of the sheath oscillation when they are
introduced [5—7], assuming one-dimensional collisionless
ion motion with a monoenergetic incoming Aux that is in-
dependent of time in the rf cycle, and Monte Carlo simu-
lations [8—11], which allow the effects of collisions [12]
and/or a distribution for the initial energies of ions to be
incorporated. A sheath field that is linearly increasing or
of Child-Langmuir form is generally assumed in these
models, the sheath thickness being taken as constant,
sinusoidally varying, or having a temporal variation
chosen to match a model waveform for the potential drop
across the sheath [7,13]. Ion energy distributions have
also been measured in self-consistent, particle-in-cell
simulations of rf discharges [14,15].
The qualitative agreement of the results of such models
with experimental data under a variety of assumptions re-
garding the sheath dynamics suggests that, in the col-
lisionless regime, a simple universal mechanism governs
the variation of the overall shape of the energy distribu-
tions with frequency. Thus, in view of the current prirni-
tive state of quantitative models for the self-consistent
structure of rf sheaths at arbitrary excitation frequencies
[16], it seems desirable to reexamine the rf-sheath ion-
transport problem in the context of some rather severe
simplifications that may serve to elucidate such a mecha-
nisrn.
To the extent that they are credible, detailed profiles
for the spatial and temporal variation of the sheath field
can improve quantitative comparisons with measured dis-
tributions. In terms of gaining basic insight into the ori-
gin of the observed forms of the energy distributions,
however, they become a hindrance since they greatly
complicate the analysis. These considerations have
motivated us to explore in detail an idealized model of
the rf-sheath ion-transport problem, as described below.
The analysis of this model reveals some interesting
physical effects, and offers an intuitive explanation for the
observed qualitative shapes of the ion energy distribu-
tions. (It may also yield useful insight for the formula-
tion of more sophisticated models, in terms of corro-
borating the validity of certain assumptions regarding ion
motion in an oscillating sheath. ) Our main results are
summarized in Sec. V; the reader that has no patience for
details may proceed directly there after working through
the basic model description that follows.
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II. THE ION-TRANSPORT MODEL A. Dimensionless parameters
The following physical parameters characterize our
idealized model: vo is the initial ion speed, d is the mean
sheath thickness, V, is the mean potential drop across the
sheath, co is the angular frequency of the rf excitation,
and q/m is the ion charge-to-mass ratio. The extent of
the sheath is —d z ~ +d, ions entering from the plasma
with speed vo at z = —d and impinging on the cathode at
z = +d (typically, uo is identified with the Bohm velocity
Qk~T, Im, where ks is the Boltzmann constant and T,
is the electron temperature for the plasma bulk [17]).
The motion of the plasma-sheath boundary is described
by
z v
1 —Pier, g ——, 71 =
COd




g(0) = —1 and g(0) =P .
The dimensionless constants
(8)
It will be convenient to introduce the dimensionless
variables
z, (t) = —d cos(cut+/), qV, voa= and P=
mco d COd
(9)
where P represents the phase of the sheath oscillation at
the time t =0 that an ion is introduced. We take P in the
range —m. (P & +m. , noting that z, (0)= —d and z, (0)=0
when /=0. Otherwise, z, (0)) —d and z, (0) is negative
or positive according to whether P is negative or positive.
For the time-dependent sheath field, we assume the
simple model
E(z, r)= .
E, if z &z, (t)
0 otherwise, (2)
where E, represents the mean field V, /d, and the loca-
tion z, (t) of the plasma sheath boundary is given by (1).
Thus, the ion equation of motion may be written as
d'z
H(z +d cos(cut +P ) ),m (3)
where H denotes the Heaviside step function
1 if x)0Hx =
0 otherwise . (4)
Writing v =dz /dt, a complete solution to the ion-
transport problem is given by integrating (3), for each P,
subject to the initial conditions
z(0)= —d and u(0)=uo . (5)
The difficulty in integrating (3) stems from its nonauto-
nomous nature, i.e., the explicit dependence of the right-
hand-side "forcing" term on the time t as well as the spa-
tial coordinate z. The oscillating sheath model described
by Eqs. (1) and (2) has been used by Goedde, Lichtenberg,
and Lieberman [18], but in the context of studying the
stochastic heating of electrons due to reAections between
two sheaths rather than ion transport through a sheath.
A simpler model, in which z, is held fixed and E, oscil-
lates sinusoidally with time, can be integrated explicitly
[19] but is less appropriate to the present context. The
high mobility of the electron gas enables it to respond al-
most instantaneously to the rf excitation, giving rise to a
"pumping" action in which electrons are alternatively at-
tracted toward and repelled from the cathode. Associat-
ed with this phenomenon, the presence of a relatively
sharp oscillating plasma-sheath boundary is expected to
be a key feature of realistic ion transport models.
—,'mv 2
2qV, + ,'muo 4a+—P
(10)
Thus, the dimensionless energies of ions that impinge on






is unity by definition, we nevertheless
write it symbolically at times to emphasize certain sym-
metries.
Another dimensionless parameter that is frequently





of the "mean ion-transit time" to the period of the rf cy-
cle [where T (P) denotes the time at which the solution
z(t) to (3) and (5) reaches +d, and (T„(P))is the aver-
age of these times over all P]. In general, Q has no simple
that arise in (7) and (8) can be regarded as measures of the
ion acceleration due to the sheath field, relative to that of
the plasma-sheath boundary (at its greatest excursion),
and of the incoming ion speed relative to that of the
plasma-sheath boundary (at its mean position), respec-
tively.
We call a the acceleration parameter and p the initial
velocity parameter. In our model, these parameters
uniquely characterize the solution to the ion-transport
problem, and the resulting energy distribution of the ion
Aux at the cathode. Since they are defined in terms of
simple characteristics of the sheath, it should be easy to
compute "equivalent" values of these parameters for
more sophisticated sheath models, and hence to compare
the results of our analysis with the energy distributions
generated by more "realistic" profiles for the spatial and
temporal variation of the sheath field.
We also write 8=E/E, and 4= V/V, for the dimen-
sionless electric field and potential, and g, =z, /d for the
location of the plasma-sheath boundary. Ion kinetic en-
ergies are measured relative to the maximum possible en-
ergy of an ion arriving at the cathode,
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expression in terms of the dirnensionless parameters e
and P. However, taking (2qV, /m+vo)'~ as a "typical"
ion velocity gives the crude estimate
1 1 2(4a+P )' E(k) P
2m P 7TCX CX
(18)
Q(a, p) = 1
vr(2a+P )'
(13)
for the limit to~0 of the ratio (12), where E denotes a
complete elliptic integral of the second kind,
In descriptive terms, the solution of (7) subject to (8)
for a given phase P is straightforward: the motion con-
sists of an alternating sequence of constant-velocity and
constant-acceleration intervals, g exhibiting a strictly
monotone increase from the initial value —1 until the in-
tegration is truncated at g=+ l. Although this kinemat-
ic behavior is not describable by a single analytic expres-
sion, it can nevertheless be determined in a robust, algo-
rithmic manner (see the Appendix).
If it is assumed that ions entering the oscillating sheath
are characterized by a constant (time-independent) flux at
g= —1, the phase angle P must be regarded as a random
variable uniformly distributed between —~ and +m.
Thus, we are interested here in characterizing the behav-
ior of the family of solutions to (7) generated by varying P
continuously, and investigating the role of the parameters
(9) in influencing this family of solutions.
B. Limiting regimes of the model
The limiting regimes co~0 and co~00 of our model
admit some analytic treatment, and serve as useful refer-
ences for comparison with the behavior at intermediate
frequencies.
g= —I +Pr and ri =P




g= —1+Pe+ (r r, ) —and —ri=P+a(r —r~)
2
(15)
during the acceleration interval ~& +~ ~2, where ~& and




I. The low-frequency limit
In the low-frequency limit (a))1 and p))1) the
plasma-sheath boundary is "frozen" at the location
z, = —d cosP, and the electric field is 0 for z (z, and E,
for z)z, (all values of the phase P between —m and +n.
being equally probable). Thus, the ion motion is de-
scribed by








and if dn; ions are incident on a unit area of the plane
g= —1 at phases between P and P+dP in a single rf cy-
cle, then an equal number dn; must impinge on a unit
area of the cathode at (=+ 1 with energies between e
and a+ dc. during that cycle, where de is related to dP
[20] by (the magnitude of) the derivative of expression
(20).
[We assume the solution to the ion-transport problem
is periodic —i.e., although the instantaneous ion flux at
)=+1 and the density distribution over —1 ~(~+1
may vary during a rf cycle, they are identical at a fixed
phase P within successive cycles. Thus, notwithstanding
the fact that the transit time T of an ion varies with the
phase P on its introduction, over an entire cycle an ion
must be received at (=+ 1 with energy e(P) given by (20)
to balance each incoming ion at phase P. Otherwise, a
"secular" evolution of the sheath structure will result. ]
Introducing the quantities co= —,'(e;„+e,„}and b, e,
=—,'(e,„—e;„)from (11), we can rewrite expression (20)
more succinctly as
e($}=Eo+bscosg . (21)
Differentiating (21}and expressing the result in terms of E
then gives
Note that the value of the integral (19) declines monoton-
ically with k from E(0)=m/2 to E(1)=1. Expression
(18}will be compared to measured values of Q at finite a
and P in Sec. III.
In the low-frequency limit, ions will arrive at all ener-
gies between c. ;„andc, ,„.They are not uniformly distri-
buted between these extremes, however —they tend to
concentrate near e;„andE,„because, according to (1),
the plasma-sheath boundary spends a greater fraction of
the rf cycle near z, = —d or z, = +d than near z, =0.
A precise form for the time-averaged energy distribu-
tion of the incident-ion flux can be derived in the low-
frequency regime, assuming that P is random and uni-
formly distributed between —m and +m. The energy of
an ion incident on the cathode at (=+1 is given by
Identifying rz with toTO(P), where To(P) is the low-






(17) where the choice of sign corresponds to the two phases, P
and —P, that yield a given value of E in (21).
Thus the energy distribution of the ion flux, averagedAveraging the above over all P then gives
7 o(4') 1 cosP + [2—a(1+cosP)+P ]' P—
2 tr/co 21TP 27Tcx
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over a complete rf cycle, is given by
—1
dn; dn; dg dn;+




Now on writing so= —,'(E;„+E,„)and b E = —,'(E,„—E;„)








and since (by assumption) dn; Id/ is just a constant, it is
evident that the two terins in (23) make equal contribu-
tions, inversely proportional to (24).
Thus, if I'0(E) denotes the normalized distribution of
the ion fiux with respect to energy (averaged over a rf cy-
cle) in the limit co—&0, we have
ro 4-
u = I)2 = 0.25
1 dE,I o(e)de=-






and I o;„=Io,„by the symmetry of (25). We use
58=0.01 in Fig. 1.
Although the derivation of (25) is based on the assump-
tion that a &)1 and P)&1, we have found empirically
that it yields an excellent description of the energy distri-
bution even at finite values of these parameters. The first
for e,„&e & c, ,„,and I o(c, )d e =—0 otherwise. This distri-
bution exhibits the characteristic double-peak structure—in fact, it is formally singular at e;„ande,„.(These
singularities are, of course, "smeared" into spikes of finite
height by superposing a finite temperature on the incom-
ing ion beam. ) Note also that the energy distribution (25)
is symmetric about the median value Eo= —,'(c, ;„+E,„),
i.e., on writing s=(1—p)E;„+IME,„we observe that
I 0(p) =I o(1 —ILt) for all 0&@& 1.
The analytic form (2S) has been compared to distribu-
tions obtained from a simulation program, based on the
explicit numerical integration of a large number of ion
trajectories in arbitrary time-periodic fields, with a ran-
dom distribution of the initial phase P (this was adapted
from the Monte Carlo program described in [21]). Figure
1 shows representative results for the parameter values
a=p =1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 (chosen to yield a fixed value
E;„=0.2 for the low-energy cutoff).
In the simulation program, final ion energies are
recorded in bins of a finite width 68. Thus, to give a fair
comparison of (25) with the simulation results at the low-
and high-energy extremes E;„andc,„,we truncate the
singularities of I II(E) at finite values I 0;„andI o
defined such that, over the finite intervals [E;„,E;„+Be]
and [E,„—5e, e,„],the area under the analytic form
(25) is precisely equal to I o;„6eand I o,„5s,respec-
tively. Thus we have
0.0 0.2 0.4
I
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
FIG. 1. Comparison of the analytic form (25) for the low-
frequency energy dependence of the ion Aux with energy distri-
butions obtained numerically at an increasing sequence of finite
frequencies, corresponding to the parameter values a=P'=1.0,
0.5, and 0.25 (for which c;„=0.2).
case shown in Fig. 1, for example, shows a remarkably
accurate agreement between (25) and the simulations re-
sults even when a =P= 1.
In the case a= —,' and p= 1/v'2, however, the true en-
ergy distribution is noticeably deficient compared to (25)
at c. ;„andhas a slight excess at intermediate values, al-
though the high-energy spike is still accurate. With a
further reduction of the parameters to a= —,' and p= —,',
expression (2S) fails to offer even a qualitatively correct
description of the true energy distribution, which no
longer spikes at c;„.Consistent with the behavior seen
in Fig. 1, we will show in Sec. III that the extension of
the energy distribution I (E) all the way down to e;„is
critically dependent on the initial velocity parameter
exceeding a special value P, =0.72 [see Eq. (50)].
A detailed comparison of empirical distributions with
the analytic form (25) reveals that the domain of validity
of the latter is determined largely by the initial velocity
parameter P. Namely, if P) 1 then I o(e) is in excellent
agreement with the true distribution, regardless of the
value of a. This is perhaps not unexpected, since if P) 1
the incoming ion speed exceeds the maximum speed of
the oscillating plasma-sheath boundary —each ion will
cross the boundary only once, and changing a cannot
alter this fact.
Further, when p& 1, expression (25) still provides an
accurate description of the high-energy spike —in the in-
tegral sense defined by (26)—until either of the parame-
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ters a or P is reduced below about —,'.
Finally, note that the energy distribution (25) of the ion
flux arises simply from the fact that final ion energy has
the dependence E(P)=so+A, ecosoc on the initial phase
angle P, which is assumed to be uniformly distributed.
Thus, in addition to the low-frequency limit of our simple
model with a constant field strength and an oscillating
sheath thickness, the distribution (25) is also appropriate
to other models that give rise to this form for E(P).
n+2sin 'g
2' (27)
where we take sin 'gE [—m. /2, +~/2]. Note that
8( —1)=0, C(0)= —,', and 6(+1)=1. Also, the mean
value of (27) over the entire extent —1&(&+1 of the
sheath is simply —,'.
The field (27) may be integrated to give the time-
averaged potential
g(n. +2 sin 'g)+2(1 —g )'
2' (28)
relative to the reference value 4( —1)=0. From (28) the
overall potential drop across the time-averaged sheath is
just 4( —1)—4(+ 1)= 1 (i.e., V, in dimensional units).
In terms of the potential (28), the dimensionless ion
speed Fi(g) in the mean field may be written as
7)(g) = [p —2a4(g)]'~ (29)
Consequently, the quantity (12) may be expressed in the
high-frequency limit as the integral
Q„(a,P)= J2n —] [P2 —2aq)(g) ] & ~2
(30)
provided that (2a+P )'~ &&1. Substituting from (28)
and changing the integration variable to 8= sin
+n. /2, this integral simplifies to
2. The high freque-ncy limit
In the high-frequency limit (a «1 and P« 1) the ion
motion is determined by the time-averaged field A(g),
which is simply equal to the fraction of the rf cycle for
which g) g, (t). From (1) and (2) it is readily seen that
I (e)de~ dc
[(Qa,„—&a)(~a —Qe;„)]'~ (33)
for c. ;„(8&c,„,where the spread c. ,„—c. ;„andmid-
point —,(E;„+e,„)of the distribution are predicted in
terms of various sheath characteristics. Although (33) is
similar in appearance to (25) for given e;„andE,„,it
should be noted that the former is not strictly symmetric
and typically is valid only when
The scheme described in [22] is also capable, in princi-
ple, of handling our current model (constant field
strength, oscillating sheath thickness) but its evaluation
for this model is not so straightforward.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM





is neither very small nor very large, the family of solu-
tions to (7) and (8) for —m. & P & +chas a ra.ther compli-
cated nature. Correspondingly, quantities that depend
explicitly on the behavior of this family as a whole —such
as the ratio 0 defined by (12) and the incident-ion energy
distribution I (E)—have no simple expression in terms of
the parameters a and P.
As noted above, this complication is primarily of a
combinatorial nature (in terms of the number of crossings
of the plasma-sheath boundary that ion s in various
ranges of the phase P have, etc.).
A. The phase-plane flow
Elsewhere [22] we have given a more sophisticated treat-
ment of the high-frequency regime, based on an asymp-
totic expansion of the ion equation of motion in terms of
a small parameter equal to the ratio of the rf period to
the mean ion-transit time. For large but finite frequen-
cies, the first-order correction to the mean motion yields
an energy distribution of finite width. Specifically, in the
case of a sheath of constant width and a field strength
that is sinusoidally modulated in time, this distribution
has the form
2&2na 0 (sin8 —8 cos8+vrP /2a)'
(31)
Expression (31) cannot be resolved into elementary func-
tions of a and P, although it is easily computed at specific
values by a numerical quadrature. We will compare this
expression to measured values of 0 at finite a and P in
Sec. III.
The ion energy distribution for the high-frequency lim-
it of our model is trivial: all ions arrive with the median







(assuming collisionless motion) for the time-dependent
distribution function f(g, q, ~) in the three-dimensional
domain
—1 g +1, P 21 (4a+P )', 0 r 2m. ,
subject to the boundary condition
f( —1,2), r)=fo5(2) —13) for all r
(36)
(37)
Ideally, the ion-transport problem would be ap-
proached by first solving the Vlasov equation
I'„(e)dE=5(c.—Eo)de . (32) and the periodicity constraint
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Quantities such as the time-averaged energy distribution
I ( c ) of the ion fiux at the cathode could then be obtained
from f(g, rt, r) by integration.
Condition (38) may be satisfied automatically by ex-
panding f as a Fourier series in time. Regarded as a
function of r, the factor aH(g+cosr) in (35) is a "rec-
tangular wave, "whose Fourier expansion has coefficients
that are polynomials in g. On substituting these expan-
sions into (35), there results an infinite sequence of cou-
pled equations for the Fourier components fk ( g, rt) of the
distribution function. Unfortunately, this approach is
impractical —the component equations do not have
straightforward solutions, and rapid convergence of the
partial Fourier sums cannot be expected because of the
discontinuous factor in (35).
Nevertheless, we can gain useful insight into the ion-
transport problem by studying families of trajectories in
the ((, tl ) "phase plane. " Ions are introduced at the point
(g, rt)=( —1,P) at a uniform rate, independent of the
phase P [23], and follow the line rI=/3 initially. The
phase-plane trajectories deviate from this line at different
locations, determined by the first encounter with the
plasma-sheath boundary, and then follow parabolic paths
rejecting the acceleration by the sheath field.
The subsequent phase-plane glow consists of alternating
families of linear and parabolic segments that "fold" over
each other in a complicated manner. Overall, the How is
confined to a bounded region of the (g, tl) plane whose
piecewise-smooth boundaries are defined by successive
states of ions crossing the plasma-sheath boundary. The
phase-plane trajectories are terminated at g=+ l. In the
steady state, the disposition of the termination points
with respect to the velocity g will refiect the incident-ion
energy distribution if the initial sampling is uniform in P.
For given values of a and P, the phase-plane fiow over
a full rf cycle may be illustrated by computing a represen-
tative set of trajectories, corresponding to a fixed small
increment b, /// in phase. An algorithmic procedure for
"parsing" these trajectories is described in the Appendix.
Figure 2 shows the Bows obtained in two typical cases
that illustrate the features described above and give rise
to the characteristic double-peaked energy distribution
(as computed by the simulation program).
On close inspection, Fig. 2 reveals that ion trajectories
contributing to the high end of the energy spectrum have
one less encounter with the sheath field than those con-
tributing to the low end; the former enjoy a longer unin-
terrupted final run in the field before impinging on the
cathode. We will explore this theme in greater detail
below.
Note that although in our model the ion motions have
no Hamiltonian description —i.e., the forcing term on
the right-hand side of (3) cannot be derived from a
potential —their phase-plane fIow nevertheless still
satisfies Liouville's theorem, since the forcing function
has no explicit dependence on the ion velocity [24]. In
the present model, the phase-space area occupied by a
"packet" of ions injected into the sheath over a small
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0.0 0.2 0.6 1.2
FIG. 2. Portraits of ion trajectories in the (g, t)) phase plane,
corresponding to a uniform sampling with respect to the initial
phase It of the sheath oscillation, for parameter values (a)
a =0.2, P=0. 1 and (b) a =0.04, P=0.02. For clarity, the veloc-
ity axis in the latter case has been stretched by a factor 2.5 rela-
tive to that of the former. Also shown are corresponding energy
distributions of the ion flux generated by the simulation pro-
grarn.
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given by (45). The initial position of the boundary is thus 2.0
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2 1/2 ~&1 2 i/2b,g, —Psin +(1—P }'/ cos =(1—P )' (49)
and it is clear that —1 & g, (0) & 0 and 0 & g, (0) &p when
0&P&1.
Since g, (0) & p, the ion initially gains ground on the
plasma-sheath boundary, managing to catch up with it at
the location g= —(1—p )' . In the meantime, however,
the plasma-sheath boundary has been accelerating and
has just acquired velocity g, =p at this location. Conse-
quently, the ion has only a glancing encounter with the
plasma-sheath boundary at this juncture, being unable to
cross it before the latter accelerates ahead.
For phases slightly less than p„;,(p), ions cross the
boundary somewhat before g= —(1—p )' . For phases
slightly greater than p„;,(p), ions "miss" the boundary at
this juncture, and only succeed in crossing it much later
and thus much nearer the cathode.
We shall denote the jump in g, at phase 1)}„;,(p) by
bg, (p}, where it is understood that 0&p&1. Substitut-
ing the critical phase (45) for P in (40) and setting
(i= —(1—p )' +bgi, we see that hei is the nonzero
(positive) solution to








From (51) it is clear that the local extrema of g, must be
either —1 or + l. A local minimum of (i= —1 always
occurs at the phase
FIG. 4. Variation of the jump b g, (P) in the location of initial
encounters of ions with the oscillating plasma-sheath boundary
for phases just below and above the critical phase p„;,(p) given
by (45). The graph represents a numerical solution to (49). Also
shown is the quantity 1 —(1—P')' +hei(P), which represents
the penetration into the sheath of ions introduced at just above
the critical phase (thin curve). Thus, an ion injected with veloc-
ity p~ [indicated by the dashed line; see Eq. (50)] at a phase just
above P„;,(P„)will reach the cathode without crossing the
plasma-sheath boundary.
P;„(P)=0 for all P & 0 . (52)
It may be verified that b,g, (P) vanishes in the limit P~O
and when p= 1—otherwise, it has no simple closed-form
expression in terms of p. The behavior of the function
hg, (p) is illustrated in Fig. 4.
We note the existence of a special value p, that causes
g, to attain the value +1 after the jump. This may be
identified by setting g, =+1 in the first of Eqs. (43) and
substituting from (45) for the phase. Thus, we find that
p, is determined by the condition
1+(1—P )'/
p, =sin
and has the approximate numerical value P„=O.724 611.
We indicate the location of the value P„onthe graph of
bg, (p) in Fig. 4 by a dashed line; note that hei(p) attains
its maximum somewhat before P~.
Setting g, =+ 1 in (51), we see that a local maximum will
be achieved when the argument of the trigonometric
terms is equal to +m., i.e., at the phase
P,„(P)=m. ——for P&P„.2 (53)
For p&p„g,(p) has no local maximum; its greatest
value is that after the "jump" at the critical phase p„;„
namely —(1—P )'/ +hei(P).
Thus, when p & p„,an ion entering at the phase
p,„(p)given by (53) will impinge on the cathode without
ever having experienced the sheath field. Corresponding-
ly, the incident-ion energy distribution 1 (E) will extend
all the way down to E;„onlywhen p& p~, regardless of
the value of a. This explains the low-energy behavior
seen in Fig. 1.
2. The extrema of g, (P)
From (42) we see that the local extrema of the function
g, (P) are identified by the condition Fi =BF1/BQ=O,
3. Summary offtrst crossing
To summarize, the function gi(iI}) that gives the loca-
tion at which an ion injected at phase p first crosses the
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oscillating plasma-sheath boundary can be characterized
in terms of the parameter P as follows.
(i) When 0 & P &P„g,(P) increases monotonically from—1 to —(1—P )'~ as P increases from 0 to the critical
phase P,„;,(P) given by (45), at which point it jumps
suddenly by b,gi(P), an amount defined by Eq. (49).
Thereafter, gi(P) declines monotonically from—(1—P )' +bgi(P) to —1 as P further increases from
P„;,(P) through +m to 0.
(ii) If P, &P& 1, the behavior of gi(P) for
0&/& /„;,(P} is qualitatively the same as in the preced-
ing case, i.e., a monotonic increase from —1 to—
( 1
—P ) '~ followed by a jump b g, (P} at the critical
phase. After this jump, however, g, (p) continues to in-
crease, attaining the value + 1 at the phase P,„(P)given
by (53). g, (P) then declines monotonically from +1 to—1 as P further increases from P,„(P)through +n to 0.
(iii) When P) 1 there is no critical phase; the graph of
g, (P) is continuous for all P. Thus, g, increases monoton-
ically from —1 to +1 between /=0 and P=P,„(P),and
then declines monotonically from + 1 to —1 as P further
increases from P,„(P)through +m to 0.
C. Subsequent boundary crossings
We have characterized the dynamics of initial ion
crossings of the oscillating plasma-sheath boundary as a
function of the initial phase P, for any given value of the
parameter P. Although no simple closed-form expression
for the location g, of the first crossing in terms of P and P
exists, it was nevertheless possible to ascertain the key
qualitative aspects of its variation.
1. Analytical difhculties
The systematic analysis of subsequent encounters is
more difficult, since in general their locations are solu-
tions to concatenated systems of equations in which alge-
braic and trigonometric expressions are composed in a
rather complicated manner. Moreover, both the sheath
parameters a and P enter into these equations,
influencing the existence and nature of their solutions.
Suppose, for example, that at time rz and location g2
an ion injected at phase p crosses the boundary for the
second time (thus leaving the field). Since the ion is uni-




1+/,+ +Q =0. (55)
where gi is the smallest solution to (40) and
=( I+(i)/P. The location (2 of the second encounter is
then determined by the condition (z= —cos(rz+P}, i.e.,
it is the smallest root greater than g, (if any) of the equa-
tion
Formally, the dependence of gz on P and on a and P is
defined by eliminating g, between Eqs. (40) and (55) and
then solving the resultant expression for (2 explicitly in
terms of those quantities. Unfortunately, this cannot be
accomplished analytically, and the situation grows worse
with each successive encounter considered.
However, equations such as (40) and (55) present no
special numerical difficulties, and robust algorithmic pro-
cedures can be formulated that, given values for a and /3,
will solve the entire sequence of equations Fi(g„g)=0,
Fz($2, $)=0, . . . , defining each boundary crossing that
occurs for the ion trajectory associated with phase p (see
the Appendix).
Invoking this numerical scheme with small uniform in-
crements in P from —~ to +n, we c. an obtain a good im-
pression of how the entire family ofion trajectories corre-
sponding to a full rf cycle will depend on the parameters
a and P—the phase-plane portraits shown in Fig. 2, for
example, are obtained in this manner.
lim gk(p„;,+5/)= lim (k+2(p„;,—5$)$$~0 5/~0 (56)
for k = 1,2, . . . at each a and P.
(ii) For each a and P there exists a second critical phase,
y(a, P), defined such that all ions introduced at phases in
the range q&&P&P„;, will have exactly one more en
counter with the field than those outside this range [25].
Comparing ion trajectories at phases slightly above and
below y, if the latter cross the boundary exactly n times
before their final uninterrupted run in the field to the
cathode, then the former suffer a further two crossings
(i.e., n +2 altogether) —losing and regaining the field one
additional time before impinging on the cathode. In oth-
er words, the final encounter of an ion introduced at
phase y(a, P) with the oscillating plasma-sheath bound-
ary is a glancing encounter, just as an ion introduced at
2. Some general observations
A detailed inspection of the results of many numerical
experiments, covering a wide range of the parameters a
and P, leads to the identification of some universal
features of the families of ion trajectories that arise in our
model.
Henceforth we assume that both a and P are appreci-
ably less than unity, since otherwise only an insignificant
fraction of the ions (if any) have more than one encounter
with the field, and the corresponding ion energy distribu-
tion at the cathode is relatively broad and featureless.
Typically, a and P must both be less than about —,' for
an interesting structure to begin to appear in the family
of ion trajectories. Specifically, in this domain of the
sheath parameters the following observations hold.
(i) At the critical phase P„;,(P), the discontinuity in the
location g, of the initial crossing induces a discontinuity
in the locations gk of all subsequent crossings
(k =2, 3, . . . ). Moreover, comparing ions injected at
phases slightly above and below P„;„the former make
their first, second, etc., crossings at locations slightly to
the left of those at which the latter make their third,
fourth, etc., crossings. In other words,
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phase P„;,(P) has a glancing initial encounter with the
boundary (as described above).
The above ideas are illustrated by some concrete exam-
ples in Fig. 5. Here the vertical axis represents the initial
phase P, while distance g into the sheath is measured
along the horizontal axis. For each P, we draw a hor-
izontal line between gk and gk+i if the ion is "in" the
field between those locations (i.e., if k is odd); otherwise,
we leave that interval blank. Thus, the total number of
encounters with the field, at each (t, is equal to the num-
ber of line segments drawn at that phase.
That ions injected at phases between y(a, p) and
P„;,(P) lose and regain the field one additional time is
manifested by the final protruding "tongue" of white area
in the (g, P) plots of Fig. 5, which touches the line
g=+ l. Unfortunately, it is not possible to give a simple
closed-form expression for the phase y(a, P) that
represents the lowermost extent of this tongue.
Consider, for example, the simplest case where ion tra-
jectories can be grouped according to whether they have






=[2a(g~ —g, )+P ]'/
where the first two members are simply (40) and (55), and
the third arises from the condition BFz/Bgz=O.
Equations (57) are subject to some immediate
simplifications —for example, by squaring and summing
the last two, we find that, at the second critical phase
p(a, P), g, and g2 are related by a quadratic equation, and
we may make the substitution
derivative dg2/dP is equal to minus the ratio of the par-
tial derivatives of (55) with respect to P and gz. Identify-
ing the second critical phase g(a, P) as the value of P at
which ~dg'z/dP~ ~ ~, we see that q& is defined "implicit-
ly" by the system of equations
I+ (i
+v' = —ki3




for the radical in (57). Nevertheless, it is not possible in
general to eliminate g, and g2 between the three Eqs. (57)
and thus arrive at a closed-form expression for y in terms
of a and P. This problem can only grow worse as the
values of a and P are reduced, since the number of en-
counters grows commensurately and qr(a, P) is then
defined by a larger system of equations.






FIG. 5. Disposition of the "coasting*' (blank) and "accelera-
tion" (solid) spatial intervals of ion trajectories with respect to
the initial phase P in two representative cases: a=P=0. 2
(upper), and a=0.072, P=0.036 (lower). The first critical phase
P„;,is indicated by a dashed line. In the first ease, the second
critical phase y is approximately —m. /2 and the ions have either
one or two encounters with field, while in the second case
y = +m /2 and ions have either two or three encounters with the
field.
Fortunately, the qualitative influence of variations in
the sheath parameters a and p on the family of ion trajec-
tories has a relatively simple description. Namely, reduc-
ing a and/or P always drives the second critical phase
y(a, P) to lower Ualues. Thus, a continuous reduction in
a and/or p will cause y(a, p) to cycle from (say) just
below P„;,(P), through +m. , back to P„;,(P), and beyond.
Associated with such a cycle, the disposition of the ion
trajectories between (say) N and N+1 encounters with
the field will transmute into one between IV+1 and N+2
encounters as q&(a, P) passes through P„;,(P). [Of course,
if P is varied, the first critical phase P„;,(P) given by (45)
is also changing as qr(a, P) cycles. But the variation of
the former is relatively insignificant compared to that of
the latter, being confined to the range (46). When P &( I,
for example, we have P„;,(P)= 2P+O(P ) from (45—).]
The cycling of y(a, P) is illustrated by representative
cases in Figs. 6 and 7, in which one of the parameters
(a,g) is held fixed while the other is reduced (similar re-
sults hold when a and I3 are reduced in unison).
This cycling can also be visualized by plotting (N),
the phase-averaged number of encounters with the field,
against the sheath parameters a and P. Figure 8 illus-
trates the behavior of (N ) against logioP, for a logarith-
mically spaced sequence of 36 fixed e values. The impor-
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(i) Within the domain y & P & P„;„corresponding to
ions that have N + 1 encounters with the field, E(P) has a
"parabolic" shape —its second derivative d e/dP is of
constant sign but the first derivative dE/dg changes sign
at a clearly defined minimum c;„.
(ii) Outside the domain tp&P&P„;,(i.e., for ions that
have N encounters with the field), e(P) is monotone and
has a nearly uniform variation —the derivative de/d P is
nearly constant. The range of e(P) over this domain is
between E(P„;,) )E;„ande(q&) =E,„.
and g cycles. Superposed on a systematic overall narrow-
ing, this gives rise to a "quasiperiodic" behavior in the
relative prominence of the low- and high-energy peaks
when a and p are neither comparable to nor much small-
er than unity.
Typical physical parameters that characterize the be-
havior seen in Figs. 10 and 11 are (assuming singly ion-
This behavior implies that e(P) shares a noteworthy
property with the simple low-frequency relationship (21):
there are always two distinct phases P, and Pz, dependent
on c, that yield a given energy between c, ;„and c,„.
Thus, the sum (60) for I (E) has terms corresponding to
just two phases.
Associated with the local minimum of e(P), where
de/d / =0, we expect a singularity of the distribution (60)
at c. ;„with a "tail" toward higher energies that is more
or less prominent according to whether the "parabolic"
part of E(P) is shallow or steep. This is the contribution
to I ( E ) of ions that have N + 1 encounters to the field.
For those that have N encounters, we expect a contribu-
tion that is relatively fiat (since dE/dP=const) between
e(P,„;,) ()e;„)and s,„=e({p).[However, it should be
noted that when y(a, p) passes through p„;,(p), i.e., dur-
ing the transition between a division between N and
N + 1 encounters to one between N+1 and N+2, the be-
havior of E(P) is quite complicated and the observations
stated above no longer apply in general. ]
In case (a) of Fig. 10, the evolution of e(p) as y(a, p)
cycles represents a transition from a state in which most
ions have one encounter with the field to one in which
most ions have two encounters, while in case (b) the tran-



























B. The energy distribution
The identification of two "components" to I (s) made
above is not entirely clearcut, since it is evident from Fig.
10 that they cover overlapping ranges of energy. Never-
theless, from a qualitative viewpoint it is fair to associate
these components with the double-peaked distributions
observed experimentally —ions in the high-energy peak
having, in general, one less encounter with the field than
those in the low-energy peak.
In Fig. 11 we show the energy distributions corre-
sponding to the cases of Fig. 10. In order to truncate the
low-energy singularity and provide forms better suited to
comparison with experimental data, (60) is represented in
histogram form based on the finite sampling interval
fie =0.005. The general features of I (c, ) mentioned
above are clearly visible.
Apart from the double-peak structure, no special
significance should be attached to the precise shape of the
distributions seen in Fig. 11, since they arise from an ex-
tremely simple model for the oscillating field. More im-
portant is the rapid redistribution of the extent and mag-
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FIG. 11. Normalized energy distributions of the ion flux at
the cathode, corresponding to the energy-phase relationships of
Fig. 10. For clarity, the distributions at successively higher fre-
quencies are displaced horizontally and vertically, the base line
for each plot representing the interval 0~ c ~ 1. In case (a) co
doubles in eight equal steps, while case (b) shows six consecutive
increases of 5% in co (see the caption to Fig. 10).





FIG. 12. Distribution of the "coasting" and "acceleration"
intervals of ions with respect to phase P in a typical high-
frequency case, with a=0.006 and @=0.008. Ions have either
eight or nine encounters with the field.
ized 02): V, =60 V, d =2.5 mm, T, =2X10' K, and cu
increasing from 10 to 20 MHz for case (a); and V, =270
V, d=3 mm, T, =10 K, and cu increasing from 30 to
-40 MHz for case (b).
Finally, it is interesting to remark on the behavior of
our model in the high-frequency regime. Figure 12 shows
the distribution with respect to {t of the coasting and ac-
celeration intervals for the case a=0.006 and P=0.008,
in which ions have either 8 or 9 encounters with the field.
While such cases are characterized by a significant
overall narrowing of the spread in the final ion energies,
it is interesting to observe from Fig. 12 that a substantial
fraction (half or more) of these energies, proportional to
the sum of the acceleration intervals at each P, are ac-
quired during the last two encounters with the fiel Thus, .
even in the high-frequency regime, the shape of E(P) is
still quite sensitive to the relative positions of the critical
phases P„;,and y, and we may expect the "quasiperiod-
ic" double-peaked structure of I (E) to persist even when
the energy spectrum becomes very narrow.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Notwithstanding its idealized nature, our rf sheath
model incorporates one "realistic" feature that exerts a
strong inhuence on the ion energy spectrum, namely, a
relatively sharp plasma-sheath boundary oscillating in
sympathy with the rf excitation. Moreover, through a
combination of analysis and numerical experimentation,
this model offers an intuitive explanation for the observed
qualitative structure of I (c.), and some specific predic-
tions concerning its behavior. Recalling the definition of
a and P in Eq. (9), we now summarize these results.
(i) In the low-frequency limit (defined nominally by
a,g&&1), the ion energy distribution I (E) admits a sim-
pie analytic expression given by (25). The latter is found
empirically to be accurate at finite frequencies (see Fig.
1), even if a & 1, provided that P~ 1. When P decreases
below unity, the true distribution differs from (25) pri-
marily in the disappearance of the low-energy spike.
(ii) In the high-frequency limit (a,f3«1), we have
given here only the trivial distribution (32). A more so-
phisticated asymptotic analysis [22] of the ion trajectories
yields a distribution of the form (33), with a well-defined
width and median energy.
(iii) In the "transition' regime, where a and P are nei-
ther comparable to nor much smaller than unity, I"(E) ex-
hibits its most complicated behavior. Two groups of ion
trajectories may be identified, delimited by "critical"
values of the initial phase P, that are characterized by X
and N+1 encounters with the field. The first critical
phase P,„;,depends weakly on P only through expression
(45). The second critical phase y has no analytic expres-
sion in terms of a and P, but is found empirically to be
quite sensitive to both these parameters, cycling continu-
ously as they are reduced (e.g. , as co is increased) —see
Figs. 6, 7, and 8.
(iv) Qualitatively, ions having /V+1 encounters with
the field contribute a spiked low-energy component to
I"(E) with a sharp cutoff E;„anda tail toward higher en-
ergies, while those having N encounters contribute a
broader high-energy component. But a continuous redis-
tribution of the relative populations of these two com-
ponents occurs as cp cycles, leading to a "quasiperiodic"
behavior in the gross shape of I (E)—superposed on a
systematic narrowing (see Fig. 11)—as ni increases with
all other sheath properties held constant.
APPENDIX: PARSING THE ION TRAJECTORIES
Each ion trajectory across the sheath is characterized
by a subdivision of the domain gE[ —1, +1] into alter-
nating "coasting" and "acceleration" subintervals. For
given values of the parameters a and P, the number and
extent of these subintervals is uniquely determined by the
phase angle P.
The instances I ri } at which an ion crosses the oscillat-
ing plasma-sheath boundary, and the corresponding ion
locations I /k } and velocities I pi, },are determined by the
concatenated system of equations
fi(r) =gk +ril, (r ri )+ (r rk—) +cos(r+—P) =0
2
(Al)
for k=0, 1, . . . , in the dimensionless time ~. The se-
quence (Al) commences with the initial coefficients ro =0,
go= —1, go=13, and ac=0. Note that the value of ff, (r)
represents the difference between the dimensionless coor-
dinate of the ion and that of the plasma-sheath boundary.
The desired solution to (Al) is defined as the first real
root —if any —of fk(r) that is greater than rk. If such a
root exists, it corresponds to the value w&+ &. The
coefficients gk +, and i) I,. +, that are required in the
succeeding equation f& +,(r) =0 are then det.ermined by
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2
gk+] gk + gk(rk+1 rk )+ (rk+ 1 rk )2
9k+i qk+ak(rk+1 rk ) (A3)
rE( rk, rk+2m], namely at
2rrp +cos 'ak —p and 2n.q —cos 'ak —p, (A8)
while the quantities {ak ] in Eqs. (Al) —(A3) are assigned
according to
0 if k is even
ifk isodd. (A4)
Thus, [gk, gk+, ] represents a coasting or an acceleration
interval —and fk(r) is correspondingly negative or
positive —according to whether k is even or odd. [The
case /=0 is exceptional in that the ion experiences the
field immediately; to make it conform to the convention
(A4), we assign to it a "null" initial coasting interval by
taking ~& to be zero, rather than the first real root of
fo(r), and setting gi = —1 and r)& =13.]
The system (Al) terminates when an equation f„(r)=0
is encountered that has no real solution —or, exceptional-
ly, has a real root r„+,that yields g„+,=1 through Eq.
(A2). Note that such a termination can occur only when
n is odd, i.e., during an acceleration interval.
In the case that f„(r)has no real roots, the ion trajec-




By (A2) and (A3), we then have
g„+,= I and ri„+,= [2a(1—g„)+r)„]' (A6)
fk'(r ) =ak —cos('7+ $) (A7)
and we note accordingly that fk'(r) )0 for all r if
ak 1 [with f '( )k=r0 only at r =2rrr —p, where
( rk +/1/) /2rrl + 1, in the case ak = 1]. If ak & 1, on
the other hand, fk"(r) will always vanish t///ice on
To solve algorithmically for the first real root of (Al)
greater than ~k, or to verify the nonexistence of real
roots, we begin by noting that it suffices to consider only
the interval ~k & ~~ ~I, +2'. This can be seen as follows.
Bearing in mind that the polynomial part of (Al) is
monotonically increasing with ~, consider the following
two cases.
(i) If gk +2rrr/k +2m ak & 1, the graph of the polynomi-
al part of (Al) increases monotonically from gk ) —1 to
gk+2rrr/k+2rr ak & +1 as r increases from rk to
~k +2~, and it is clear that it must intersect the graph of—cos(r+P) over the same domain, giving a root of
(ii) If, otherwise, gk +2~rik+2rr ak ) 1, it is impossible
that fk(r) =0 for some r) rk +2', since the magnitude
of the polynomial part of (Al) will always exceed that of
the trigonometric part for ~) ~k+2~.
Our strategy for solving (Al) is based on identifying
and testing potential isolating intervals for the roots of
fk (7) on r E (rk rk +2/r), as delineated by its extrema on
that interval. On differentiating (Al) twice, we have
where p and q are integers chosen such that the values
(A8) exceed rk but not rk+2~, and it is understood that
0(cos 'ak ~/2. We therefore break down the solu-
tion of (A 1) into two cases.
Case A: ak ) l. If ak &1, fk(r) is nondecreasing over
the open interval r 6 (rk, rk + 2m ). Thus, fk (r) vanishes
at most once between wk and ~k +2~. We then have
fk(rk)fk(rk+2rr) )0 fk(r) is strictly monotone,
(A9)
fk(rk )fk(rk+2ir) &0~fk(r) has a single extremum
on r E (rk 7k+2rr). In the first case, fk(r) has either one
or no roots between ~k and ~I, +2m according to whether
or not the product fk(rk )fk(rk+2~) is negative; if there
is a root it can be approximated to any desired accuracy
by the robust bisection procedure [26]. In the second
case above, we use bisection to determine the location ~
where fk (r) vanishes. We then inspect the products
fk(rk )fk(r") and fk(r")fk(rk +2rr), (A10)
which indicate either one or no roots on the intervals
(rk, r) and (r, rk +2~), according to whether or not they
are negative. As before, roots on these two intervals are
determined by bisection (we proceed to the second inter-
val only if no root is indicated on the first).
Case 8: ak & l. If a„&1,fk'(r) vanishes at the values
(A8). Let T, denote the smaller and rz the greater of





fk(r;)fk(r;+i) for i =0, . . . , m (A12)
in order, we can then identify and approximate by bisec-
tion the first root —if any —of fk(r) on (rk, rk+2m).
If no root is found on the open interval rE (rk, rk+2rr)
under case A or B above, we finally test ~k +2m as a root
by checking to see whether the value of fk (rk + 2rr) van-
ishes. If not, we have k =n and the ion trajectory is con-
cluded via Eqs. (A5) and (A6).
are negative, fk(r) has a root —and fk(r) an
extremum —on the intervals (rk, r ),i( r7i),2( r72k+2m ),
respectively. Suppose that m extrema are thus identified
(0&m &3), their ordered values being ri, . . . , r as
determined by bisection. Setting ~~ =~& and
7 + & =7 k +2m. , we then have up to four potential isolat-
ing intervals (r;,r;+, ),i =0, . . . , m, for the roots of
fk(r). Inspecting the signs of the products
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